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About This Game

--I failed to complete the game in time, I can't work on it full time anymore, it will probably never leave Early Access--

The game has a creative area with powerful voxel editor tools. You can join friends online and build together. (I am currently
reworking the adventure part of the game, it will accessible again in the future)

current Early Access Features:

Copy, paste and save templates.

Tool shapes like cube, sphere and cone.

2-4 online multiplayer.

technical Facts

Input: Keyboard, Mouse & Keyboard and Xbox 360-, Xbox One-, PS4 Gamepad
Big picture mode: Yes
Rebindable keys: No

Multiplayer limit: 1 local splitscreen, 4 online
Supported resolutions: All
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Multiple monitors: Yes
Max framerate: 144

Max Field of View: 120
Anti aliasing: No

SSAO: No
Offline gameplay: yes

Engine: MonoGame/C#/OpenGL
Development team size: 1
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Title: Lootfest
Genre: Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
vikingfabian.com
Publisher:
vikingfabian.com
Release Date: 14 Mar, 2015
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The entire game is worth buying! I wasn't dissapointed with any episodes. I had extreme fun with every single episode and with
the limited attempt targets it's even more awesome. This game is not for the story so if you're looking for a good story this one is
good however short but the main fun of the game is to replay missions and kill your targets\/ do other objectives in different
ways. I also enjoy going on a npc murder rampage every once in awhile anyone else? Just me... ok. I made a♥♥♥♥♥♥out of
ships 10/10. I LOVE THIS CARD GAME. The mechanics are interesting, the design is solid, and the cards are more or less
balanced. It's really fun, not TOO luck based, and incredibly diverse and unique. Art is pretty, on top of all that.

Which is why it pains me so much to say that the client itself is honestly.... lacking. I backed the Kickstarter a while ago, for
$50, and have found that... well, as many have reported, it's not up to snuff. Somehow the steam client lags more than ETHAN
CARTER. It's slower than any other game I have, and I have an SSD on a pretty new laptop. It actually lags more than the
browser version of itself, which is inconceivable.

To put it in metaphor, it's like one of the most well-developed games ever created was printed onto copy paper, haphazardly cut
out, and laminated at a library. It's just unfortunate.

I'm reccommending this because I know how it is with starting things, and giving it a thumbs down at this early stage, would
mean taking away any chance of it ever improving. So I am giving a positive review, with tentative hope, that the day will come
where this card game gets a proper setting.

Okay, so separate note, what actually bothers me about the game itself, ignoring any bugs and lag -

> The scaling is weird. I wish everything was centered, and I wish cards were bigger in the file editor.

> The menus themselves seem disjointed, the actual view of your library is also a strangely small part of the screen.

> Everything that I want to have in the file menu is there, but it all just feels terribly disjointed, and text is small enough that it's
uncomfortable to read. And there's a LOT to read.

> I opened a box of packs and just... it lagged and never showed the pack opening. The cards are in my file, but i have no idea
what I pulled, honestly....this one's not too big an issue, but I'm sad about it anyways.

> Hovering over cards doesn't always work. The card info will appear all over the place, often off-screen.. A boring game which
consists fully on strategising your reputation with other countries.
Some of the upgrades given can be offensive to some, like making a better reputation with China, the Americans will decrease
their reputation.. Nice Concept but sadly it was abandoned by the dev\u00b4s. No hard feelings since the vr market is small and
its hard to survive with so little customers but still sad for the game it could have been.
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Not really worth buying in this state. Maybe if the dev\u00b4s pick it up again.. Great game! Great concept, but battles needs
some fixes, sometimes you hit the enemy but there\u00b4s no effect, the enemy simply don\u00b4t recognize that he where hit,
and sometimes you block ( even having full stamina bar) and the attack hits you. Would be nice if you have middle stage save
points, couse you need to leave gameplay and simple looses everything you have achieved so far.
Weapon bounce upon parry would be perfect! Becouse there\u00b4s no advantage in using parry, and in real battles, a perfect
parry almost aways defines the winner.
More colours of Tabards woul be nice either! Couse when you have 5 or more prisioners with you, theres almos no way to
identify friends from foes.
I\u00b4m in stage 6 and I didn\u00b4t find any use for money! Any shop in game would be nice ( any prisioner selling bandages
os something like food .. water or things to recover a little heath.
Even so.. a Great Game that worth every penny!. Motorama is a retro 50’s car racing game with various cars to buy and a wide
variety of upgrades to purchase as you climb your way to the top of the underground racing circuit on 8 different race modes.

The upgrade system allows you to improve all features of your car from improving the handling and breaks so you don’t spin out
of control to changing the looks of your car to beat the competition in style. Speaking of style you can also level up based off of
how stylish you are for doing things such as drifting. These will get you to level up but it’s also important to do well in the race
and not just look cool. After the first race depending on how you place you will get money to upgrade your vehicle and boy will
you need it.

The first cars you will get are let’s face it terrible they handle awful and or are slow, you can buy some upgrades at the start with
your start up fund but your car isn’t going to be a Ferrari.

Your objective is to beat the 4 best racers but to do this you have to prove your good enough by completing various challenges,
they each have challenges that you must complete such as winning $x in prize money. This means you will do each race several
times to unlock the best of the best.

The music of the game is either something you will love or something you will hate. The soundtrack consists of 1 song that you
will hear constantly on loop and it may just drive you insane.

The game is created in unity as many indie games are and allows you to change your graphics. The first track of the game
reminds me of an area in grand theft auto San Andreas but looks a bit higher resolution.

The game itself is fun and gives you the feel of a mariocart game were the AI is cheating as it seems easy. Enough to get into
not last but the guy in first seems to have a rocket strapped to his car. Your car doesn’t have a health bar so ramming the enemy
and trying to get the lead is fun and works for a while.

Overall if you do not mind a slow grind to a better car then the game is a fun little racing game and if the music doesn’t drive
you insane then you should have some fun with this one.

There isn’t much in the way of story and the music will drive some people crazy, taking that into account the game is fun and if
you enjoy racing games you should consider picking it up 8/10

original post
https://gamingmalarkeyreviews.wordpress.com/2014/11/26/motorama-review/
video version
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cRAeT8MsZ5g&list=UUlTsUPRAB2mma2wtDwIaD5Q. nice game, a little bit harder than
part 1.
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Indie platform goodness with a protagonist based on fluid physics? Yes please. If you'll excuse the pun, this game oozes
innovation and fun.. I want to preface this review by stating that I am basing its merits on one hour of gameplay and against the
price I purchased the game: $11.99.

That being said, Ace of Seafood is a unique experience, but also one that seems shallow and lacking.

Let’s hit the good stuff first: you get to play as a variety of sea creatures at your leisure (and as you unlock them), exploring the
ocean and taking over reefs on the world map as you go along. There’s a straight-forward tutorial on the various mechanics of
the combat that is helpful. The entire presentation is a quirky and really pulls you in when you first fire up the game.
So let’s get to the bad: there just isn’t much else to the game. You can find new reefs in a couple of minutes, scout whatever
enemy is guarding it, and do your best to win the battle and take over the reef. The reefs are located at various water depths,
usually guarded by tougher and larger creatures the deeper they are found. If you die, you re-spawn at your last reef and do it all
over again. If you win, you acquire a new reef and possibly breed some new creatures to become or to join your team.
But that’s it.

Also, the interface and controls could be more fluid. I only played as a crustacean, but found walking can be cumbersome and
the camera can be all over that place at times; perhaps the game controls better as a fish. But I’m not going to complain on this
too much, as these issues show themselves in gameplay videos, so I expected as much going in.

Bottom line: It’s a unique and affordable experience. If this seems like your cup of tea; give it a go. I do plan to play more of the
game with time, just my initial impression is that the game could be polished in a lot of different ways. But as it stands, I’m fine
with Ace of Seafood being a rough experience: it’s a cheap title, produced by a small foreign team. Just be sure you have
realistic expectations before purchasing and you will not be disappointed!. Input lag.
Game plays very poor.
Get it on sale.
In my opinon noth worth 15€.. Its sadly just super unpolished. Enemies don't react to projectiles missing them by half a meter
as long as you are far enough away, the shadow mapping easily falls apart, enemies walk through solid objects, can't progress at
certain parts of the levels w/o teleportation, mountains rendered in the distance are super subjective to that ♥♥♥♥♥♥ looking
Unity LOD pop in, books other than the grimoire are still oriented wrongly...

I really tried to love that title and surprisingly the lore, text and even the one man (?) voice overs are fine and in parts really
good. It is certainly a labor of love and the developer is really nice. Ultimately though, its just way to unfinished to recommend
it.. Game does not launch.. Game looks interesting but was shocked at how horrible the framerate is. There is nothing really
going on to tax your card at all - Stuttering hands usually indicate low FPS...... I was getting 40 with SS turned off.

I would definantly wait until this game is patched before purchasing it.

Gaming on: i5 8700k / GTX 1080. i hate to give this a vote down, since its one of the best vr experiences ive had

the game just doesnt have enough content and is FAR too easy at its full price.
i refunded this game in under an hour, after completing nearly every surgery. the issue is that having two hands and being in VR
works TOO WELL for this title. cracking open a ripcage without causing blood loss is too easy. cutting out and removing
kidneys takes seconds, as opposed to the standard edition.

furthermore, the content in SSAE isnt here. no tf2 surgery (yes i know its in the store, but seperately) the trump surgery isnt
here.

if youre a fan of the game get it, because itll blow your mind. just dont go in expecting a challenge.. This is great because I can
mess with this expensive kit without having to buy it.
At least I now know what all the buttons do, so this will be an interesting journey.
Supports your own music, you cannot alter the path for the music though.
Currently no record feature other than grabbing whatever you stream.
Also sometimes a bit fussy about putting on my virtual headphones on mixed reality.
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Totally awesome game / simulator!. Some good ideas and lots of potential but needs loads more work.
. I Have only now been able to install this game and play it. It simply refused to work on TWO different systems. Stupidly I
bought KA2 as well, the premise of this game sounds so good I couldn't ignore it - guess what, that didn't work either.

Now I decided to install it on my laptop, just to see what it is and it works perfectly. I am not alone: Lots of people have
complained that the game simply won't work. Hate to say it, but now that it is working, it feels clunky, arbitrary and doesn't
offer anything that a game like Mount & Blade Warband or the Total War series offer, and both those do it a LOT better.
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